
Puerto Rico: Black Sand Beach World Schooling Lesson Guide 
 
 
 
Q 1) What different colored beaches are there around the world?  
 

A) Black, red, orange, pink, green, gray, tan, white and even purple!  
 
Q 2) How does sand get its color and what is the predominant causative mineral in each 
color? 
 

A) Sand’s color is derived from its mineralogy, or the physical structure of the crystals that 
populate the sand. Every type of beach is composed of a different type of mineral, or 
rock that has eroded over many millennia. Some minerals may come from the 
landscape, some from the ocean life and some from the animals that call a particular 
beach home. Iron is the most common mineral that causes colored beaches. 

 
Q 3)  What is sand composed of and how does that create color? 
 

A) Sand is the byproduct of two minerals quartz and feldspar, the two most abundant 
minerals on Earth. Quartz is silicon bound with oxygen to create a hard rock. Feldspar is 
a rock that crystallizes from flowing magma. Both are along the white spectrum with 
Quartz being the brightest and feldspar leaning more towards tan and beige. Additional 
minerals, particularly iron, mixed in with the quartz and feldspar create varying degrees 
of colors. These two minerals also create granite rock.  
 

Q 4) What creates a red sand beach? Are orange and pink sand beaches created the 
same way with just less quantity? 
 

A) Yes and no. Red sand is also a byproduct of iron deposits. This may be caused by 
surrounding mountains or by a volcanic cinder cone. Orange sand can also be the result 
of iron but also can be caused by orange limestone, crushed shells and volcanic 
material. Pink sand on the other hand is caused from the calcium carbonate from coral 
reefs.  

 
Q 5) What creates purple sand? 
 

A) Manganese Garnet is the mineral responsible for purple sand. It is found in the National 
Forest of Big Sur, California. The purple is not always present in abundance, but can be 
particularly noticeable after a big rainfall has caused erosion the nearby hills. 

 
 



Q 6) What creates a green sand beach? And where can you find them? 
 

A) Olivine is a mineral that is formed from cooled lava and possesses a green color. These 
beaches can be found on the big island of Hawaii and in Kourou, French Guiana. 

 
Q 7) What creates a black sand beach? And where can you find them? 
 

A) Like green sand beaches, black sand beaches are created from volcanic magma. This 
happens when either runoff from a volcanic bedrock is deposited on the seashore, or 
when underwater volcanic vents spew magma onto the shore. The mineral present in 
this instance is basalt. Both active and inactive volcanoes can cause a black sand 
beach.  

 
Q 8) What are the unique features of a black sand beach?  
 

A) Because basalt is heavy, and granite is light, the basalt pushes down the granite sand 
grains through a process called placer deposits. The result is a silky surface texture that 
is some of the softest sand in the world, and also the hottest as it attracts heat.  

 
Q 9) What is the highest mineral concentration in black sand and what does it cause the 
sand to do?  
 

A) Magnetite is the highest mineral found in black sand, and just like the word implies, it has 
magnetic properties. Most black sand beaches are magnetic and will attract and bind to 
any type of magnet!  

 
Q 10) What is one of the most unusual minerals that creates colored sand?  
 

A) Poop! The parrotfish located in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Hawaii bite and scrape 
algae off of rocks and dead corals with their parrot-like beaks, and then grind up the 
inedible calcium-carbonate reef material in their guts, and excrete it as sand.  
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